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ELEVATIONS AS
PROPOSED

0.0m 1.0m 2.0m 3.0m 4.0m 5.0m

SIDE ELEVATION north west

SIDE ELEVATION south east

white UPVC soffits,
fascias and rain water
goods

white render finish

white render finish

white UPVC soffits,
fascias and rain water

goods

extend the stairwell window, this
will flood the landing and upper
ground floor with natural light; all
fitted with obscure glass

white render finish

composite board cladding

FRONT ELEVATION south west

plain roof tiles over the
porch

painted
render

painted render

REV.A replace cladding with
white render

replace all existing tiles
with new plain
concrete tiles

REV.A replace cladding
with white render

replace the brick piers
with new hardwood
painted timber posts

replace the brick piers
with new hardwood
painted timber posts

REAR ELEVATION north east

painted render finish

plain concrete interlocking tiles

white UPVC windowsreplace existing window with new; fitted
with obscure glass and only openable

1.7m above finished floor level painted render finish

replace existing
window with new; fitted
with obscure glass and
only openable 1.7m
above finished floor
level

replace all existing tiles with new
plain concrete tiles

extend the existing
patio and form new
steps to match existing

REV.A replace cladding with
white render

REV.A cladding replaced with white render;
05.02.2024.


